Courses in English
Course Description

Department 01 Architecture

Course title Advanced Architectural Design Studios

Hours per week (SWS) 4 + 4

Number of ECTS credits 15

Course objective

Prerequisites Master students only, Students of Architecture only

Recommended reading

Teaching methods seminar / studio style

Assessment methods

Language of instruction English

Name of lecturer
Masterstudio Prof. Dott. Bruno / Prof. Bontjes van Beek: piero.bruno@hm.edu
Masterstudio Prof. Künzel / LB Ferreira: frederik.kuenzel@hm.edu
Masterstudio Prof. Dr. Benze / LB von Jagow: andrea.benze@hm.edu
Masterstudio Prof. Ernst / LB N.N.: ernst@steidle-architekten.de
Masterstudio Prof. Dr. Essig / Prof. Berktold: natalie.essig@hm.edu
Masterstudio Prof. Zoll / Prof. Dr. Schiemann: martin.zoll@hm.edu

Email

Link

Course content The masterstudios provide the main skills in the field of architectural, building and urban design. They function as laboratories which question standard conventions in architecture and urban planning. Their research-based approach includes practical as well as theoretical aspects.

The students are asked to propose an architectural or urban project for a given site and program. During one semester semester they learn how to develop this proposal consistently from the first conceptual idea to the technical detail, from the big scale to the small scale.

The final exam includes an oral presentation of the design proposal with drawings and models according to the requirements listed in the module catalogue of the Master’s Degree Program.

Remarks Masterstudios cannot be chosen in the general Courses in English online course selection.

Exchange students will get a chance for consultation on what masterstudios to take (probably on March 15th, students will be notified). Alternatively please email the professors as listed above.